Intervention Plan Rubric

Title and Source – ½ pt.
   Title – unique and clearly identifies the intervention
   Source – complete and accurate

Population – ½ pt. – complete and accurate

Multiple goals – 4 pts. – increase/decrease/maintain
   - measurable
   - appropriate for population

Multiple objectives – 4 pts. – specific for each client and related to one of the identified goals

Materials needed – 1 pt. – complete including name and notation of songs/music

Reason music was chosen – 1 pt. – evidence of therapeutic thinking

Brief explanation of intervention – 3 pts. – demonstrates logical progression of intervention

Directions (How you will present the intervention to the cognitive level of the client prior to the intervention. Be specific.) – 1 pt. – in language client(s) will understand, and very specific without being overly wordy

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How you will proceed if intervention steps are met – 2 pts. – reinforcement specific to behavior

How you will proceed if intervention steps are not met – 2 pts. – focused on ways in which the MT is assisting the client to be successful

Estimated time for intervention: - 1 pt. – reflects total time of intervention for all clients involved – pre-objective time (introduction and pre-objective learning) + objective time + post-objective time (wrap-up)

Total – 20 pts.